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Summary
This report describes revisions to a simulation model that
was developed for use in piloted evaluations of takeoff,
transition, hover, and landing characteristics of an
advanced short takeoff and vertical landing lift fan
fighter aircraft. These revisions have been made to the
flight/propulsion control system, head-up display, and
propulsion system to reflect recent flight and simulation
experience with short takeoff and vertical landing
operations. They include nonlinear inverse control laws
in all axes (eliminating earlier versions with state rate
feedback), throttle scaling laws for flightpath and thrust
command, control selector commands apportioned based
on relative effectiveness of the individual controls, lateral
guidance algorithms that provide more flexibility for
terminal area operations, and a simpler representation of
the propulsion system.
The model includes modes tailored to the phases of the
aircraft's operation, with several response types which are
coupled to the aircraft's aerodynamic and propulsion
system effectors through a control selector tailored to the
propulsion system. Head-up display modes for approach
and hover are integrated with the corresponding control
modes. Propulsion system components modeled include
a remote lift fan and a lift-cruise engine. Their static
performance and dynamic responses are represented by
the model. A separate report describes the subsonic,
power-off aerodynamics and jet induced aerodynamics
in hover and forward flight, including ground effects.
Introduction
The development of a mathematical model for simulation
of a representative advanced short takeoff and vertical
landing (ASTOVL) aircraft concept is reported in refer-
ences 1 and 2. Those reports include descriptions of the
aircraft's aerodynamic characteristics, flight/propulsion
control system, head-up display (HUD), and the propul-
sion system performance and dynamic response. This
simulation model was used in an experiment on Ames
Research Center's Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) to
gain initial experience with control system behavior and
flying qualities for this aircraft concept.
Based on the results of that simulation, as well as
experience gained in flight experiments on NASA's
vertical or short takeoff and landing (V/STOL) Systems
Research Aircraft (VSRA), reported in reference 3,
modifications have been made to the control system,
HUD, and propulsion system. This report describes these
modifications in detail. In particular, the control system
was altered to incorporate nonlinear inverse control laws
in all axes. In the model of reference 1, the nonlinear
inversion appeared in the augmented control on longi-
tudinal and vertical velocity and for yaw control in
forward flight. The inverse scheme is now employed in
the pitch and roll axes as well. State rate feedback control
has been eliminated in the control system, with the
exception of the vertical axis, based on concerns of the
practical utility of angular accelerometers for pitch, roll,
and yaw control, and of the need to use linear acceler-
ometers to achieve acceptable control response and
disturbance suppression for control of longitudinal and
lateral velocity in hover. Additionally, new schemes for
scaling the throttle inceptor for use as a thrust or vertical
velocity controller have been added to the model. The
control selector has been revised to apportion commands
to the individual control effectors based on their force or
moment producing capability depending on the aircraft
configuration and flight condition. Display modifications
have been incorporated to include lateral guidance for the
approach from the two-circle guidance concept of refer-
ence 4. Additional symbology changes have been
included in the HUD to bring the format into conformance
with an operational display. Finally, the propulsion
system model has been revised to include a simple calcu-
lation of transient response for the core engine and for
thrust transfer between the lift fan and lift and lift/cruise
nozzles.
This report presents a description of the entire control
system, HUD, and propulsion system, including the
modifications incorporated, to provide continuity with
the description of these systems in reference 1.
Basic Lift Fan STOVL Aircraft
The lift fan STOVL aircraft is a single-place, single-
engine fighter/attack aircraft, shown in figure 1, featuring
a wing-canard arrangement with twin vertical tails. Geo-
metric characteristics of the configuration are summarized
in table 1; mass properties are specified in table 2.
The propulsion system concept is presented in figure 2.
It consists of a remote lift fan coupled to a lift-cruise
turbofan engine to permit continuous transfer of energy
from the lift-cruise engine to the lift fan. Further, the lift-
cruise engine exhaust is either ducted aft to a thrust
deflecting cruise nozzle in conventional flight or diverted
to two deflecting lift nozzles in vertical flight. Throughout
transition, flow can be continuously transferred between
the cruise and lift nozzles. Lift fan and lift nozzle thrust
can be deflected downward from 45 to 100 deg relative
to the aircraft waterline, and lift nozzle thrust can be
deflected +10 deg laterally as well. The cruise nozzle can
be deflected +_20 deg relative to the aircraft waterline in
the vertical plane.
The basic flight control system consists of the canard,
ailerons, and twin rudders for aerodynamic effectors
during forward flight. For powered-lift operation, control
is provided by differential thrust transfer between the lift
fan and lift nozzles, deflection of lift fan and lift nozzle
thrust, and deflection of cruise nozzle thrust. Pitch control
is achieved by a combination of canard deflection, thrust
transfer between the lift fan and lift nozzles, and deflec-
tion of the cruise nozzle. Roll control is produced by the
ailerons and differential thrust transfer between the lift
nozzles. Yaw control is derived from the combination of
rudder deflection and lateral deflection of lift nozzle
thrust. As an option, reaction control, powered by engine
compressor bleed air, can provide additional control
moments through nozzles located in the wing extremities
and in the tail. Longitudinal acceleration is achieved
through thrust transfer between the lift fan, lift nozzles,
and cruise nozzles and by deflection of the lift fan and lift
nozzle thrust.
The control loop structure with its significant elements
is shown in figure 3. It includes task commands to the
guidance module, display of guidance and situation
information to the pilot, commands to the mode selector
and associated control response types through the
inceptors, the nonlinear inversion using the nonlinear
aerodynamic/propulsion model, and the control selector
for the aerodynamic and propulsion control effectors.
Each element of this structure will be described in the
following sections.
Guidance
For precision tasks such as the approach and vertical
landing, the system described in reference 4 has been
incorporated to provide lateral and vertical guidance from
the point of guidance selection to hover at the intended
landing site. The reference flightpath, shown in figure 4,
is constructed on a horizontal profile based on two circles
connected by tangent lines that represent the aircraft's
initial path, a segment connecting the two circles, and a
final approach segment. Experience to date has shown
that reasonable settings for the parameters of the
horizontal path called for in reference 4 are as follows:
Acquiring segment length
Final segment length
Acquiring circle minimum radius
Approach circle minimum radius
5,000 ft
10,000 ft
8,000 ft
6,000 ft
The length of the acquiring segment allows sufficient time
after guidance selection to prepare for the turn onto the
acquiring circle. Length of the final segment permits the
aircraft to be set up on the final approach in preparation
for the increased flightpath control workload associated
with the transition from wing-borne to jet-borne flight.
Minimum radii of the respective circles ensure that bank
angles are acceptable for operation under instrument
meteorological conditions.
Vertical guidance provides altitude hold commands from
the point of guidance selection until acquisition of the
glideslope. The glideslope is specified along the hori-
zontal path derived above. The vertical path levels at the
intended hover height at a distance from the hover point
sufficient to allow for the final stages of deceleration in
level flight.
Mode Selection
Four control modes, shown in table 3, have been provided
for operation of the aircraft in wing-borne and jet-borne
flight. They enable operation in all regimes of conven-
tional wing-borne flight and jet-borne operation with
manual thrust management consistent with current Harrier
operations. In addition, they include control augmentation
that provides for precise, low-workload control of the
aircraft in jet-borne flight that permits operation in
adverse weather conditions that is not achievable with
the current Harrier fleet.
Inthecruise/takeoff(CTO)mode,theaircraftcanbe
flownconventionallyforwing-bornetakeoff,cruise,and
landing.Thepilothasdirectcontroloflift-cruisengine
thrust;however,thepropulsivelift systemisnotinuse,
andthepilothasnodirectcontrolofthrustvectorangle.
Ratedampingaugmentationandangle-of-attackstability
areprovidedforpitchcontrol,ratedampingaugmentation
isprovidedforrollcontrol,andsideslipratedampingand
directionalstabilityareincludedforyawcontrol.
Themanualthrustvector(MTV)modeprovidesfor
operationi jet-borneflightincludingverticalandshort
takeoff,transition,hover,andverticalandslowlanding.
Inthismode,thepilothasmanualcontrolofthemagni-
tudeofthepropulsionsystemthrust(lift fanpluslift-
cruisenginethrust)andthedeflectionoftheresultant
thrustvector,thusallowingtheaircrafttobeconfigured
andcontrolledforthephasesofoperationnotedabove.
Nofeedbackontrolloopsareusedforeitherspeedor
flightpathcontrol.Pitchandrollarecontrolledthrough
ratecommand/attitudeholdaugmentationntransition,
blendingtoattitudecommand/attitudeholdatlowspeed.
YawcontrolisthesameasforCTOathigherairspeeds
duringtransition,andthenblendstoyawratecommand
atlowspeed.
Theapproach(APP)modeisdesignedtoreduceworkload
andimproveprecisionofcontrolofthelongitudinalnd
verticalresponseduringthedeceleratingtransitionto
hoveror for slow landings. It provides the pilot with
independent control of the longitudinal and vertical axes.
In so doing, it activates a longitudinal acceleration
command/velocity hold system, with thrust vector angle
as the speed control effector. As the aircraft decelerates
from wing-borne to jet-borne flight, a flightpath command
augmentation system is activated when the propulsion
system is configured to provide effective control of the
vertical axis. This mode is engaged when the resultant
thrust vector angle exceeds 70 deg and the commanded
core engine thrust exceeds 60 percent of its maximum
value. This system remains engaged until the net thrust
vector angle decreases below 47 deg or the throttle angle
is reduced below 20 percent of full throw. Until the
flightpath command augmentation is engaged, the pilot
still has direct control of lift-cruise engine thrust. When
the throttle is advanced beyond 95 percent of full throw,
direct command of thrust is once again available. The
flightpath command system will then reengage once the
throttle is reduced below 90 percent of full throw. Pitch,
roll, and yaw control are identical to that for MTV.
The translational rate command (TRC) mode is available
for precision control of hover positioning and vertical
landing. In this mode, decoupled command of longitudi-
nal, lateral, and vertical velocity is provided. Longitudinal
velocity control is achieved through deflection of the
thrust vector at constant pitch attitude. Lateral velocity
command is realized through roll control. The yaw axis
control remains the same as that for MTV.
Control mode availability is subject to the restrictions
shown in figure 5. The lift fan has a 250 knot airspeed
operational limit; thus CTO is the only mode available for
this and higher airspeeds. Thb pilot engages the lift fan
by selecting MTV or APP when the airspeed is between
250 and 150 knots; if the lift fan is not engaged and the
airspeed decreases below 150 knots, then flight must be
continued in CTO mode. TRC cannot be selected until
ground speed relative to the intended landing position has
dropped below 20 ft/sec. Upon landing in jet-borne flight,
the flight control mode reverts to MTV and direct control
of thrust. MTV mode is used for vertical and short takeoff
with the pilot in direct control of the thrust vector. The
CTO mode can also be selected while the aircraft is on
the ground for a conventional takeoff. The lift fan will be
shut down automatically in flight if the airspeed exceeds
250 knots; the pilot can manually disengage the lift fan by
selecting CTO mode, but this option is available only if
the net thrust vector angle is directed fully aft. The MTV
mode can be selected any time the lift fan is engaged by
depressing a button on the nozzle lever. This button
disengages the clutch that backdrives the thrust vector
handle and allows the pilot to manually direct the thrust
vector, providing a rapid acceleration or wave-off
capability.
Displays
The HUD, described in detail in reference 5, provides the
primary flight display for all phases of operation. A base-
line set of symbology is presented for all flight regimes
and is augmented by command and situation information
for precision approach and hover. The baseline display
includes aircraft attitude, speed, angle-of-attack reference,
altitude, engine rpm, thrust vector angle, flap angle,
longitudinal acceleration, heading, and distance to the
hover point, as shown in figure 6.
Symbology added to the display for precision guided
approach to hover are also shown in figure 6. This infor-
mation appears upon guidance selection in either the
MTV or APP mode. The guidance display is a flightpath
centered, pursuit presentation that enhances the external
visual cues, centers them on the aircraft's flightpath, and
presents the pilot with a pursuit tracking task for follow-
ing the intended transition and approach guidance to a
final hover point. Course and glideslope guidance are
provided in the form of a leader (ghost) aircraft that
follows the desired flight profile. The pilot's task is to
tracktheghostaircraftwiththeflightpathsymbol.As
indicatedinreference5,theflightpathsymbolisquick-
enedtocompensateforlagsintheairframeandpropul-
sionsystemresponse.Thisquickeningisemployed
onlywhenguidanceisselected.Otherwise,thesymbol
presentsheaircraft'sactualflightpath.Forcontrolmodes
wherethrustiscontrolledmanuallyusingthethrottle
(CTOandMTV),theflightpathcompensationncludes
laggedpitchrateandwashed-outthrottlecommandsin
combinationwiththetrueflightpathinaccordwiththe
followingequations:
____+  n-I
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The pitch rate term is blended out for speeds below
70 knots, and true airspeed is frozen at 100 ft/sec for
speeds less than 100 ft/sec. Gains and washout frequen-
cies are Kq = 1, AST = 0.3 ft/sec2/pct. When flightpath
command augmentation is engaged and flightpath is
commanded directly by the throttle in APP mode, the
flightpath symbol drive is complemented with its
commanded value in the short term according to
Tq=tan-llac(_S/+tan-l(l_ / (3)
VT _s+_yJ kVTj
The washout frequency co,/is 0.7 rad/sec. Lateral flight-
path, scaled to avoid symbol limiting in the presence of
winds, is represented by the flightpath symbol. For the
APP mode, deceleration guidance is presented by an
acceleration error ribbon on the left side of the flightpath
symbol which the pilot nulls to follow the deceleration
schedule. When guidance is not selected, the guidance
related symbols (ghost aircraft, acceleration error ribbon,
longitudinal acceleration scale, landing deck, and glide-
slope reference line) are removed from the display. In
this case, the longitudinal acceleration caret is scaled in
degrees to be read in reference to the pitch ladder and
represents potential fightpath, that is, the flightpath
which can be achieved in unaccelerated fight.
During the latter stages of deceleration as the aircraft
approaches the intended point of hover, selective changes
are made to the approach display to provide guidance for
the hover point capture. Specifically, the longitudinal
velocity vector, predicted longitudinal velocity, and
station-keeping cross appear referenced to the vertical
velocity diamond symbol as shown in figure 7. The
longitudinal velocity symbol is driven by the velocity
commanded by the control system. The pilot controls
the velocity predictor toward the station-keeping cross
position and adjusts velocity to bring the cross to rest at
the reference hover point, indicated by the cross being
adjacent to the vertical velocity diamond. This added
symbol group is removed from the display while on the
ground.
When the translational rate command (TRC) mode is
selected for precision hover and vertical landing, the HUD
format superimposes vertical and plan views and provides
command and situation information in a pursuit tracking
presentation (fig. 8). In the horizontal situation, the
aircraft velocity vector is represented by a line emanating
from the aircraft symbol. A pad symbol represents the
landing area. Horizontal and vertical velocity predictor
symbols, whose displacement and orientation from the
aircraft symbol indicate magnitude and direction, provide
the pilot lead information for hover maneuvering. Hori-
zontal velocities commanded by the control system are
displayed directly by the predictor ball. The vertical situa-
tion is displayed by a diamond referenced to the right leg
of the aircraft symbol whose displacement, twc, is propor-
tional to complemented vertical speed. Vertical velocity is
complemented with the washed-out vertical velocity
command to provide the command
twc =Kw fi+ c (4)
where o_ = 0.7 The diamond symbol is displayed against
a vertical bar whose length represents the operational
vertical velocity limits for the landing gear. The length
of the bar is based on the vertical velocity relative to the
landing pad. For shipboard operation, when vertical deck
motion can be uplinked to the aircraft, relative closure rate
to the deck is presented on this symbol. This bar provides
the pilot with an indication of sink rate margin for the
vertical landing. A horizontal bar indicates the altitude
remaining to touchdown.
A panel mounted head-down display of simple format
presents a compass rose and a plan view of the reference
flightpath following guidance select. Digital display of
ground speed along track is also provided.
Inceptors
Inceptors available in the cockpit and their relation to
response types for the various control modes are shown
in figure 9. Individual inceptors are the center stick and
trim switch, pedals, throttle lever, nozzle lever, throttle
thumbwheel,andflapswitch.Therelationshipofeach
inceptortoresponsetypecanbeinterpretedusingthekey
fortheindividualcontrolmodesshownin theupperleft
cornerofthefigure.
ThecenterstickcommandspitchandrollrateinCTO,
pitchandrollratecommand/attitudeholdinMTVand
APPathigherspeeds,blendingtoattitudecommand/
attitudeholdatlowerspeeds,andlongitudinalndlateral
inertialvelocityinTRC.TheblendingrangeinMTVand
APPforpitchcontrolisbetween60and70knots;forroll
controltherangeis40to60knots.Mechanicalcharac-
teristicsofthestick,presentedbyaMcFaddencontrol
loader,includecontrolthrowsof+5.65 in. for pitch and
+4.25 in. for roll. Force characteristics include a pitch
gradient of 1 lb/in., breakout force of 1 lb, and hysteresis
band of 0.5 lb. Comparable characteristics for roll are a
gradient of 0.7 lb/in., breakout of 0.5 lb, and hysteresis of
0.2 lb. These characteristics are fixed and do not vary with
flight condition. The trim switch on the stick provides
pitch and roll rate trim in CTO, and in MTV and APP in
conjunction with the rate command/attitude hold response
type. At low speed when the attitude command response
type is functional, the trim switch provides attitude trim.
In TRC, the trim switch adjusts the commanded
longitudinal and lateral inertial velocities.
In CTO, pedals function as sideslip command, while in
MTV and APP they provide sideslip command at high
speed, blending to yaw rate command at low speed. The
blend occurs from 40 to 60 knots. Pedals provide yaw rate
command in TRC. Mechanical characteristics consist of a
full throw of +_+.2.1in., force gradient of 15 lb/in., breakout
of 5 lb, and hysteresis of 2 lb.
The throttle controller commands total thrust magnitude
in CTO and MTV modes, and in APP mode when flight-
path command augmentation is not engaged. When
flightpath command is engaged in APP mode, the throttle
commands flightpath angle when ground speed is greater
than 60 knots and vertical velocity when speed is less than
60 knots. In TRC, the throttle controls vertical velocity.
To eliminate any transient response during the throttle
control's reconfiguration, the throttle control command is
scaled to match the new control command state at the
mode switch. Figure 10 provides an illustration of this
scaling; table 4 presents the associated logic flow dia-
grams. When the flightpath command mode engages, the
current flightpath angle and throttle position are used to
establish a point on the flightpath-throttle curve in
figure 10(a). A second point is defined by maximum
commanded flightpath angle and maximum throttle
position to ensure capability to achieve the maximum
commanded climb capability. These two points define
the upper slope for throttle scaling. The upper slope is
extended down to a point associated with a defined
throttle position or to the minimum flightpath. The lower
slope extends from that defined throttle position and its
associated flightpath angle down to the minimum flight-
path and throttle position. The new control sensitivity of
the throttle is bounded by upper and lower scaling slopes
in figure 10(a) to prevent any unreasonable control
sensitivity change due to the mode switch. If flightpath
command engages outside these boundaries, the maxi-
mum or minimum slope is used, and is anchored on the
point for maximum flightpath and throttle position. The
commanded flightpath is adjusted to match the current
throttle position on that limiting slope. For flightpath
control, the throttle is scaled typically from 20 to
95 percent, and the maximum and minimum commands
and the slopes are listed in table 5. Flightpath command
is disengaged for throttle positions outside this range
and the throttle reverts to thrust command. The maximum
and minimum slopes are selected to provide reasonable
control sensitivities and to allow only reasonable mode
switching transients should they occur.
When the throttle reverts from flightpath to thrust
command, the throttle position and total thrust existing at
that instant are used, along with the maximum throttle
position and thrust, to define an upper slope for the thrust-
throttle curve shown in figure 10(b). A lower slope,
defined for lower throttle positions, connects the point for
throttle and thrust at the mode switch to the point for idle
thrust and throttle. Since the upper and lower slopes can
differ from the baseline (and desired) linear slope defined
by minimum and maximum thrust and throttle, these two
slopes are adjusted after the mode switch to restore the
linear relationship. This adjustment is accomplished by
modifying the upper and lower slopes as the throttle is
moved to connect the maximum and minimum thrust and
throttle points to the new thrust and throttle position. An
example of two cycles of this adjustment (fig. 10(b))
shows an initial throttle increase with commanded thrust
advancing along the original upper slope. The lower slope
is then adjusted to the new throttle position. Subsequently,
the throttle is retarded, producing a thrust command
defined by the new lower slope, and the upper slope is
readjusted to this throttle position and thrust. These
adjustments proceed with succeeding throttle movements
until the upper and lower slopes are restored, within
tolerances, to establish the original linear relationship
between throttle and thrust. These tolerances are such as
to bring the slopes between 0.99 and 1.01.
The nozzle lever has the sole function of command of the
resultant thrust vector angle in MTV. Otherwise, it is
backdriven to a position consistent with the thrust vector
angle being commanded for CTO, APP, or TRC mode, so
as to be in the correct position when a switch occurs from
anyofthesemodestoMTV.Activationofthewave-off
switchonthetopofthenozzleleverwill initiateaswitch
fromanyofthesemodestoMTVsolongasthenozzle
leverisinapositionconsistentwiththecurrentthrust
vectorangle.If thenozzleleverisnotproperlypositioned
withinaspecifiedthreshold,themodeswitchtoMTVwill
not occur.
The throttle thumbwheel serves the function of command
of longitudinal acceleration/velocity hold in APP mode. It
is a proportional control with center detent and adjustable
friction. When in the detent, the thumbwheel commands
the system to hold the existing inertial velocity. The APP
mode cannot be engaged if the thumbwheel is out of
detent position. If the thumbwheel is moved from the
detent in TRC mode, the mode control logic will interpret
this input as an acceleration command and will switch the
system to APP mode.
A two-position flap switch is located on the left side
console in front of the throttle quadrant. The switch
commands the flaps to either the up on down position.
Response Types
The response types are subdivided corresponding to pitch,
roll, and yaw attitude control and vertical, longitudinal,
and lateral velocity control. They consist of feed-forward
command shaping, conventional state feedbacks, and
proportional-plus-integral control in the forward path
where appropriate. The discussion to follow covers the
control law structures for each axis and the accommoda-
tion of the response types associated with the individual
control modes.
Pitch Control
A block dia_am of the overall pitch control structure is
shown in figure 11. The pilot's inputs are introduced
through the control stick and trim switch. Rate command,
rate command/attitude hold, or attitude command/attitude
hold response types can be implemented, depending on
whether the gain KqCAH is zero or not, and whether flaps
are up or down. Rate-command/attitude hold is blended to
and from attitude-command/attitude hold between 70 and
60 knots through the blending gain KBQ. The rate com-
mand integrator is initialized to the current value of K00
if flaps are up or the aircraft has weight on wheels (wow).
If the authority of the pitch control effectors is exceeded
and the pilot's command would drive the controls further
into saturation, the output of the integrator is held at its
past value. Gain KTHECAH establishes control sensitivity
for attitude command; KqCAH serves the same purpose
for the rate command while KTHEH is used to adjust
overshoot in pitch response for that response type. Control
sensitivity in CTO mode is set by KqC. Pitch trim is intro-
duced as a bias to the commands initiating from the stick.
Trim inputs originate from the trim switch and from a
preset input for short takeoffs, should the latter be
selected.
Gain KFB blends feedback variables between body
angular rate and angle of attack and Euler axis sensors
depending on flap position (KFB = 0 flaps up; 1 flaps
down). Angle-of-attack feedback is referenced to the
angle of attack that exists at CTO mode engage.
Proportional-plus-integral control in the forward path
is obtained from the positive feedback of the pitch
command through the first-order lag defined by "_pitch
and is used for both the rate command/attitude hold and
attitude command response types. When on the ground,
the input to the first-order lag is set to zero. Rate and
position limits on the combined command and feedback
variables, prior to input to the lag filter, provide protection
against integrator windup. This output is then multiplied
by the aircraft's pitch moment of inertia and differenced
with the nonlinear model to obtain the pitching moment
command to the control selector.
Gains and time constants for the pitch control laws are
given in table 6. System response characteristics for the
pitch rate command/attitude hold system at 200 knots are
portrayed in figure 12. Representative time history data
are shown in figure 12(a) and frequency responses are
presented in figure 12(b). Overshoot in attitude response
is desirable to quicken flightpath response. Bandwidth for
attitude control is 3.8 rad/sec. Similar data are shown in
figure 13 for the attitude command system in hover. Here
the response is deadbeat as desired. In this case, the
bandwidth is 6.7 rad/sec.
Roll and Lateral Velocity Control
Roll control modes are presented in figure 14. Rate
command, rate command/attitude hold, or attitude
command/attitude hold modes are produced with the
same form of control laws as for pitch. The control stick
and trim switch provide the pilot's inputs, and the control
gains and limiting logic are completely analogous to
those for pitch. As was the case for pitch control, rate
command/attitude hold is blended to and from attitude
command/attitude hold through the gain KBp between
60 and 40 knots. The rate command integrator is limited
in a similar fashion to the pitch rate command. Gain
KpHICAH establishes control sensitivity for attitude
command; KpCAH serves this purpose for the rate com-
mand mode while KpHIH is used to adjust overshoot in
roll response. Gain Kpc establishes control sensitivity in
CTO mode. Roll trim is introduced as a bias to the roll
command.Again,KFBblendsbodyangularrateandEuler
axisfeedbacks,dependingonflapposition.
Whenoperatinginconventionalflight,thecommandand
feedbackloopsarereferencedtostabilityratherthanbody
axes.Therefore,therollandyawcommandsaretrans-
formedintobodyaxesinthismode(whenflapsareup)
beforebeingsentothecontrolselector.Rateandposition
limitsonthecombinedcommandandfeedbackvariables,
priortoinputtothelagfilter,provideprotectionagainst
integratorwindup.
Lateralvelocitycontrolisaccomplishedbyintroducing
bankanglecommandstotherollattitudecommand/
attitudeholdcontrollaws.Theswitchin figure14selects
thelateralvelocitycommandpathfromthestickfor
TRCmode.GainKVycsetsvelocitycommandcontrol
sensitivityandKVyprovidesthedesiredcontrolband-
width.Thepilot'scommandswiththestickinputneutral
arereferencedtothespeedoftheintendedlandingspot,
whethershipboardorlandbased.Proportional-plus-
integralcontrolthroughthelaggedfeedbackisalso
employedfortheTRCmode.
Theoutputof therollcommandandfeedbackcontrolis
multipliedbytheaircraft'srollmomentofinertiand
differencedwiththenonlinearmodeltoobtaintherolling
momentcommandtothecontrolselector.
Gainsandtimeconstantsfortherollandlateralvelocity
controllawsaregivenintable6.Timehistoriesand
frequencyresponsedatafortherollratecommand/attitude
holdsystemat200knotsareshowninfigure15.Band-
widthforattitudecontrolis3.3rad/sec.Similardataare
showninfigure16fortheattitudecommandsystemin
hover.Herethebandwidthis7.1rad/sec.Dataforlateral
velocityresponseinTRCmodeareshowninfigure17.
Inthiscase,thebandwidthforlateralpositioncontrolis
0.6rad/sec.
Yaw Control
Yaw control modes, shown in figure 18, provide sideslip
command during wing-borne and semi-jet-borne flight
and blend to yaw rate command at low speed and in
hover. The gain K B provides a linear blend between the
two modes over the speed range from 60 to 40 knots. At
higher speeds, control sensitivity is adjusted with KSp and
sideslip command is produced by a second-order Dutch
roll model derived from measured sideslip and sideslip
rate, where KI3 is chosen to set Dutch roll frequency and
the sideslip rate gain K[_ establishes Dutch roll damping.
During low speed and hover, K_SpH sets control sensitivity
and yaw rate command is based on the feedback of
heading rate. When operating in conventional flight, the
command and feedback loops are referenced to stability
rather than body axes. Therefore, the roll and yaw
commands are transformed into body axes in this mode
(when flaps are up) before being sent to the control
selector. The output of the yaw command and feedback
control is multiplied by the aircraft's yaw moment of
inertia and differenced with the nonlinear model to obtain
the yawing moment command to the control selector.
Gains and time constants for the sideslip and yaw rate
command control laws are given in table 6. Representa-
tive time and frequency response characteristics for the
sideslip command system at 200 knots and the yaw rate
command system in hover are shown in figure 19.
Bandwidth for heading control in hover is 3.1 rad/sec.
Longitudinal Velocity Control
Longitudinal velocity control laws provide an acceleration
command/velocity hold response type for APP mode and
velocity command in TRC mode. The system block
diagram is shown in figure 20. During transition between
forward flight and hover, the pilot commands longitudinal
acceleration using the throttle thumbwheel. Control
sensitivity is established by the combination of the gain
K,_x and shaping on the thumbwheel input. If the longi-
tudinal control effectors are limited, the thumbwhee] input
to the velocity command integrator is replaced by sensed
longitudinal acceleration to update the velocity command
at the rate sustainable by the control effectors. For TRC,
the thumbwheel is switched out and the control stick
provides longitudinal velocity commands. Control
sensitivity is now set by KVx c. In this mode, the stick is
disconnected from the pitch attitude command system
and hover maneuvering is performed at a constant pitch
attitude. The pilot's commands with the stick input neutral
are referenced to the speed of the intended landing spot,
shipboard or land based. Velocity control bandwidth is
based on KVx.
Proportional-plus-integral control in the forward path is
based on the first-order lag feedback defined by _Iong.
When on the ground or with the system not engaged, the
output of the first-order lag is set to zero. Rate and posi-
tion limits on the combined command and feedback
variables, prior to input to the lag filter, provide protection
against integrator windup. This output is then multiplied
by the aircraft's mass, resolved into body axes and
differenced with the nonlinear model to obtain the
longitudinal force command to the control selector.
Gains and time constants for the longitudinal velocity
command are given in table 6. Time histories and fre-
quency responses for longitudinal velocity in TRC mode
are shown in figure 21. Bandwidth for longitudinal
position control is 0.8 rad/sec.
Vertical Velocity Control
When APP or TRC mode is engaged and thrust vector
angle and throttle position satisfy the engage criteria,
the vertical velocity command control laws, shown in
figure 22, are activated. The throttle lever introduces a
flightpath command input through command scaling
discussed previously. The combination of this command
and the flightpath command from pitch attitude changes
forms the total flightpath command which is then
converted to vertical velocity command. Since flightpath
command from pitch attitude is not appropriate at jet-
borne speeds, it is blended out between 90 and 70 knots.
The velocity V x is ground speed along track and is used
to convert the pilot's flightpath angle command to an
equivalent vertical velocity command. For ground speeds
below I00 fffsec, this velocity is frozen at that value to
convert the pilot's command from flightpath angle to a
scaled vertical velocity command appropriate for hover
and low speed flight. Control bandwidth is established by
the gains KVz and K_, z on vertical velocity and
acceleration feedback, where K_, z is normally unity.
Proportional-plus-integral control in the forward path is
based on the first-order lag feedback defined by Zvert-
When on the ground or with the system not engaged,
the output of the first-order lag is set to zero. Rate and
position limits on the combined command and feedback
variables, prior to input to the lag filter, provide protection
against integrator windup. This output is then multiplied
by the aircraft's mass, resolved into body axes, and differ-
enced with the nonlinear model to obtain the vertical force
command to the control selector.
Gains and time constants for the vertical velocity
command control laws are given in table 6. Time histories
and frequency response data for vertical velocity in TRC
mode are shown in figure 23. Bandwidth for height
control is 0.75 rad/sec.
Nonlinear Inverse Control Scheme
The principle of nonlinear inverse control as applied here
follows the concept of the author's colleague, G. Meyer,
reported in reference 6, and as subsequently applied by
the author to several V/STOL aircraft concepts and
summarized in reference 7. The inversion of the aircraft
dynamics is achieved by determining the forces and
moments currently developed by the aircraft (derived
from a nonlinear aerodynamic and propulsion model and
measurements of the aircraft's current states) and differ-
encing them with the forces and moments commanded by
the pilot through the response types. These incremental
forces and moments then become the commands to the
force and moment control effectors required to achieve
the desired response.
In the control law descriptions for the pitch, roll, yaw,
longitudinal, and vertical axes in figures 11, 14, 18, 20,
and 22, the nonlinear model elements are shown at the
lower right of each figure. These elements include
contributions from the aircraft's nonlinear aerodynamics
for pitch, roll, and yaw moments, lift and drag, flow
momentum forces from the lift fan and lift-cruise engine
inlets, gravitational forces, and moments arising from
inertial coupling. Elements of the computation of these
forces and moments may derive from multidimensional
tabular data of aerodynamic coefficients, aircraft state
measurements, aircraft configuration geometry, weight,
and inertias. Each of the figures mentioned above should
be consulted for specific contributions to the forces and
moments for each control axis.
Control Selector
The control selector receives force and moment com-
mands as derived above and generates the appropriate
control surface, cruise nozzle deflection, propulsion
system nozzle thrusts and deflections, and reaction
control system commands. The following two subsections
describe the attitude control moment generators and
control of the propulsion system components' thrust and
thrust deflection.
Attitude Control
As noted in the description of the basic aircraft, a number
of control effectors are required to provide moment
control over the aircraft's flight envelope. As the aircraft
transitions from wing-borne to jet-borne flight, a
redundancy exists between purely aerodynamic and
propulsion generated controls. The design approach to
resolve this redundancy is to utilize each effector in
accord with its control effectiveness depending on flight
condition and aircraft configuration. Thus, moment
commands, produced by the pitch, roll, and yaw control
response types and by the nonlinear model, are appor-
tioned to the individual control effectors in proportion to
the moment generating capacity of each effector for the
existing aircraft configuration and flight condition. This
distribution of control can be represented generally by
Moment Command i = (Max Momenti/Max Moment)
(5)
× Total Moment Command
Max Moment = Z i Max Moment i (6)
where the subscript i refers to the individual moment
effectors. Specific implementation of the pitch, roll, and
yaw controls follows.
Pitch control- The block diagram of figure 24 sets forth
the control selector for pitch control. Command paths for
the individual controls (canard, cruise nozzle, thrust split
between the lift fan and lift nozzles, and reaction control)
are indicated. Since, in general, pitching moment authori-
ties for the individual controls are not symmetric about
neutral, the control path distinguishes between positive
and negative pitch commands, and maximum and
minimum values must be established in each case.
Individual pitching moment authorities are as follows,
first for the canard.
PMCANMX = (CMCANMX - CMADCA0)_Sc (7)
PMCANMN = (CMCANMN - CMADCA0)_Sc (8)
where CMCANMX and CMCANMN are presented in
figures 25 and 26 and represent the limiting values of
pitching moment coefficient that can be achieved at a
given angle of attack. These limits do not necessarily
correspond to the physical limits of the canard deflection
since canard stall is encountered in some instances before
reaching maximum deflection. Cruse nozzle authorities
are symmetric and are related to the maximum nozzle
deflection by
PMCNMX = -TCN * XCN * sin(DPCNMX) (9)
PMCNMN = -PMCNMX (10)
and are based on the cruise nozzle deflection limit
DPCNMX of 20 deg. Authorities for thrust split between
the lift fan and lift nozzles depend on whether either thrust
is approaching its limit. The maximum lift fan thrust
TLFMAX is 20,000 Ib and maximum lift nozzle thrust
TLNMAX is 24,000 lb. Depending on whether the lift fan
is operating near its maximum or minimum thrust, two
limits must be observed. They are
PMTHRMX1 = (TLFMAX-TLF)(LLF -LLN ) (1 1)
PMTHRMX2 = TLN (L LF - L LN ) (12)
where TLF and TLN are the respective lift fan and lift
nozzle thrusts excluding pitch control inputs. PMTHRMX
then is the lesser of PMTHRMX 1 or PMTHRMX2. The
minimum (or nose down) authority is defined similarly by
PMTHRMN1 = -(TLNMAX - TLN )(LLF - LLN ) (13)
PMTHRMN2 = -TLF (LLF - L LN ) (14)
and PMTHRMN is the greater of PMTHRMN1 and
PMTRHMN2. Reaction control, when selected, has a
symmetrical authority defined by
PMRCSMX = -DPRCSMX * x RCS (15)
PMRCSMN = -PMRCSMX (16)
where the maximum pitch reaction control thrust
DPRCSMX is 1250 lb. Finally, the total pitch control
authorities for nose up and nose down control are
PMMAX = PMCANMX + PMCNMX
(17)
+ PMTHRMX + PMRCSMX
PMMIN = PMCANMN + PMCNMN
(18)
+ PMTHRMN + PMRCSMN
With these definitions of the individual and total control
authorities, the individual control commands can now be
determined. For the canard, the command is
PMCAN = (PMCANMX / PMMAX)PITCHcM D
(19)
or (PMCANMN / PMMIN)PITCHcM D
depending on whether the total pitch command is positive
or negative. This command is then nondimensionalized
and used as the pitching moment coefficient input to the
inverse table shown graphically in figure 27 to obtain the
required canard deflection. The output of the table is
limited to +_30 deg, while the table contains internal limits
to avoid regions of canard stall. This value becomes the
canard servo command. Cruise nozzle pitch commands
are derived similarly, based on cruise nozzle pitch
effectiveness. This command is converted to a nondimen-
sional argument as a function of nozzle thrust, and cruise
nozzle deflection is derived from the arcsin of that
argument. Pitching moment commands for lift fan-lift
nozzle thrust split are sent to the thrust management
system to arrive at the individual nozzle thrusts. Reaction
control thrust, when selected, is simply the ratio of the
moment command and the reaction control system (RCS)
nozzle moment arm to the center of gravity.
Roll control- The control selector for roll control appears
in figure 28. Command paths are shown for the individual
controls (ailerons, thrust split between the right and left
lift nozzles, and reaction control). Rolling moment
authorities for the individual controls are symmetric about
neutral, thus only the maximum authority need be defined.
Individual rolling moment authorities, starting with the
aileron, are as follows:
RMAILMX = CLAILMX * _Sb (20)
whereCLAILMX,presentedinfigure29,representsthe
limitingvalueofrollingmomentcoefficientthatcanbe
achievedatagivenangleofattack.Authoritiesforthrust
splitbetweentherightandleftlift nozzlesdependonthe
leveloflift nozzlethrust.Theindividualnozzlesare
oversizedforrollcontrolandthemaximumindividuallift
nozzlethrustavailablexceedsthebaselinelimitforthat
nozzleby30percent.ThusforTLNMAX=24,000lb,
TLLNMAX= 1.3"(24000/2)= 15,600lb.Themaximum
rollcontrolauthority,basedonthelevelof lift nozzle
thrust,is
RMLNMX=1-3*TLN*YLN*cos_SLN (21)
Reactioncontrol,whenselected,hasanauthoritydefined
by
RMRCSMX=DRRCSMX*YRCS (22)
wherethemaximumrollreactioncontrolthrust
DRRCSMXis 1250lb.Takingthethreecontrolsinto
account,thetotalrollcontrolauthorityis
RMMAX= RMAILMX+RMLNMX (23)
+ RMRCSMX
Individual roll control commands can now be determined,
as indicated in figure 28. For the aileron, the command is
nondimensionalized and combined with the nondimen-
sional yaw command, CNRUD, to produce decoupled
rolling and yawing moments from the ailerons and rudder.
In this case, where aileron and rudder effectiveness are
linear, the decoupling is accomplished by solving the
linear equations for aerodynamic moments from the
ailerons and rudder for aileron and rudder position. The
two equations are
CLDA * DAIL + CLDR * DRUD = CLAIL (24)
CNDA * DAIL + CNDR * DRUD = CNRUD (25)
The four control effectiveness derivatives (CLDA,
CLDR, CNDA, and CNDR) in body axes are presented as
functions of angle of attack in figures 30--33. If control
effectiveness were nonlinear, rolling and yawing moment
coefficients from the aileron and rudder could be com-
bined in a two-dimensional table with inputs of CLAIL
and CNRUD and outputs of DAIL and DRUD. Rolling
moment commands for lift nozzle thrust split are resolved
into the vertical axis through the cosine of lift nozzle
deflection and divided by the lift nozzle moment arm to
arrive at the differential nozzle thrust command. The
differential commands are summed with the lift nozzle
thrust determined by the thrust management system to
produce the right and left lift nozzle thrust commands.
Reaction control thrust, as for the case of pitch, is the ratio
of the moment command and the RCS nozzle moment
ann to the center of gravity.
Yaw control- Figure 34 presents the control selector for
yaw control. Command paths for the individual controls
(rudder, lateral deflection of lift nozzle thrust, and reac-
tion control) are shown in the figure. Yawing moment
authorities for the individual controls are symmetric about
neutral, and only the maximum authority is defined.
Individual yawing moment authorities, first for the rudder,
are as follows:
YMRUDMX = -CNDR * RUDMAX * _Sb (26)
where RUDMAX is 30 deg. Authority for lift nozzle
thrust deflection is determined by
YMLNMX = -TLN * XLN * DYLNMX (27)
where the limit of lateral thrust deflection of the lift
nozzles is 10 deg. Reaction control, when selected, has
an authority defined by
YMRCSMX = -DYRCSMX * XRC S (28)
where the maximum roll reaction control thrust
DYRCSMX is 1250 lb. The total yaw control authority is
YMMAX = YMRUDMX + YMLNMX
(29)
+ YMRCSMX
Commands for each control are shown in figure 34. The
rudder command is nondimensionalized and combined
with the nondimensional roll command, CLAIL, to
produce decoupled rolling and yawing moments as
described in the roll control discussion. Yawing moment
commands for lift nozzle thrust deflection are converted
to a nondimensional argument as a function of nozzle
thrust, and lift nozzle deflection is derived from the arcsin
of that argument. When the lift nozzle deflection angle
does not coincide with the vertical axis of the aircraft,
differential lift nozzle thrust for roll control produces
uncommanded yawing moments. To cancel these
moments, an interconnect between differential lift nozzle
thrust and lateral lift nozzle deflection is introduced as a
function of the sine of lift nozzle longitudinal deflection
_LN. Reaction control thrust again is the ratio of the
moment command and the RCS nozzle moment arm to
the center of gravity.
Thrust Management
The purpose of the thrust management system is to
convert commands from the longitudinal and vertical
velocity control response types via the control selector
and from the pilot's throttle and nozzle levers to the
appropriate lift fan, lift nozzle, and cruise nozzle thrusts
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andlift fanandlift nozzledefections.Thisprocessi
governedbythemodeselectedforthephaseof operation.
In CTO and MTV modes, the throttle directly controls the
core engine's total thrust magnitude. In CTO mode, thrust
is not deflected, thrust vector angle is zero, and the nozzle
lever is positioned against its forward stop. In MTV
mode, the nozzle lever commands thrust vector angle.
The total thrust command and the thrust vector angle
command are sent to the thrust management system to
calculate each nozzle thrust command and deflection.
In APP mode when flightpath command is not engaged,
the pilot also has direct control of the core engine thrust
while longitudinal velocity control laws command thrust
deflection. When flightpath command is engaged in either
APP or TRC mode, the longitudinal and vertical velocity
control laws and nonlinear inverse drive the individual
thrust and thrust deflection commands. Allocation of
thrust to the cruise nozzle, lift nozzles, and lift fan, as well
as their deflections, is determined by four situations: the
three methods used for the CTO mode, MTV mode, and
the APP mode (without flightpath command engaged) are
presented first, followed by the fourth method used in
conjunction with the flightpath command portion of the
APP mode and vertical velocity command for the TRC
mode.
The first propulsion system solution applies to CTO or
MTV mode when the lift fan is inoperative or when the
commanded net thrust vector angle is less than or equal to
0 deg. Lift fan and lift nozzle thrusts are set equal to zero,
and the longitudinal deflection angles of the lift fan and
lift nozzles are fully aft at 45 deg. Core engine thrust,
commanded by the throttle lever, is directed to the cruise
nozzle. The basic thrust equation for the aircraft,
regardless of control mode, is
TLF + TLN + TCN = TTCMD (30)
KAUGrlLF T1LN TICN
where rlLF = 0.98, TILN = 0.98, and tiC N = 0.99 and are
the efficiency factors of the lift fan, the lift nozzles, and
the cruise nozzle, respectively. The lift fan augmentation
ratio KAUG = 2.07. For the case in which the pilot has
manual control of the core engine thrust, the net cruise
nozzle thrust TCN is simply the product of TTCMD
and rlCN.
The second case is applicable for MTV and APP modes
without fiightpath command, where the commanded net
thrust vector angle is less than 45 deg. The lift fan and lift
nozzle deflections are fully aft at 45 deg. In MTV, the
thrust vector angle is commanded by the nozzle lever.
In APP, the command is derived from the longitudinal
velocity control law by
ON = tan-I (kJ_ / FTO T) (31)
where the total resultant thrust is made up of the axial and
normal force components:
WOT_- +Fz (32)
Fx = TLF sin 5LF + TLN sin SEN + TCN (33)
Fz = TLF(COSSLF + DI.JEI)
(34)
+ TLN(COS_SLF + DLJEI)
and DLJEI is the contribution to normal force of the
jet-induced aerodynamic lift from lift fan and lift nozzle
thrust taken from reference 2. The relevant equations to
satisfy in determining lift fan, lift nozzle, and cruise
nozzle thrust are those for total thrust, resultant thrust
vector angle, and pitching moment commanded by the
control system. The total thrust relationship appears in
equation 30. The resultant thrust vector angle can be
expressed in terms of the axial and normal components
of the individual nozzle thrusts necessary to meet the
commanded value of ON:
"TLF (cos 8LF + DLJEI) 1
J+ TLN (cos 8LN + DLJEI)
= tan ON (35)
TLF sinSLF +TLN sin_SLN +TcN
Equation 35 can be rewritten in terms of the individual
nozzle thrusts as
TLF[sin _SLF tan ON - cos_SLF - DLJEI]
+ TLN [sin 8LN tan ON - cos 8LN - DLJEI] (36)
+ TCN [tan ON ] = 0
The pitching moment contributions of each nozzle in
response to the commanded pitching moment PITCHCMD
are
TLF (ELF + DPMIEI) + TLN (LLN + DPMJEI)
(37)
= PITCHcM D
where the lift fan pitch moment arm and the lift nozzle
moment arm are calculated from the respective nozzle
defections (fully aft in this case) and the distances of
these nozzles from the center of gravity of the aircraft:
LLF = XLF cOS_LF + ZLF sin 8LF (38)
LLN = XLN cos_LN + ZLN sin 8LN (39)
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ThetermDPMJEIisthesumofthejet-inducedpitching
momentsgeneratedbylift fanandlift nozzlethrust
(ref.2).Equations30,36,and37aresolvedforlift fan,
lift nozzle,andcruisenozzlethrust.If thelift nozzleorlift
fanthrustsarenegativeorif theyexceedtheirmaximum
allowablevalues,thentheequationsforTTCMD and
pitching moment are solved again, with the lift fan or lift
nozzle thrust set to the appropriate limit.
If the cruise nozzle thrust calculated above is less than
zero, or if the commanded net thrust deflection angle is
greater than or equal to 45 deg, then the cruise no.zzle
thrust is set to zero. This is the third propulsion control
case for manual thrust control. The total thrust equation is
essentially the same as above, with TCN set to zero:
TLF + TLN = (40)
KAUGrlLF lqLN TTCMD
The lift fan and lift nozzle deflection angles are both
commanded to a common angle, 8N, which is determined
by the commanded thrust vector angle, ON according to
the following relationship:
8N = 90- cos-1 (cos0N _1 + 2 cos 8N DLJEI + DLJEI 2 )
(41)
Jet-induced lift accounts for shift of the resultant vector
angle ON away from the physical angle of the lift fan and
lift nozzles, 8N. Moment arms are calculated for the lift
fan and lift nozzle from equations 38 and 39. The rela-
tionship between the lift fan and lift nozzle thrust to
satisfy the pitching moment command is the same as for
equation 37, that is
TLF(LLF + DPMJEI) + TLN (LLN + DPMJEI)
(42)
= PITCHcM D
Equations 40 and 42 are solved simultaneously to find the
lift fan and lift nozzle thrusts. If either of the calculated
thrusts exceeds its limits, that thrust is limited accord-
ingly, and then the pitching moment equation is solved
again, with the lift fan or lift nozzle thrust set to the
appropriate limit. Total thrust is then recalculated based
on the two nozzle thrusts according to equation 40. This
means that the total thrust command from the control
system is overridden so as to satisfy the demands for pitch
control.
A different propulsion system control scheme is used for
the APP mode with flightpath command engaged and for
the TRC mode. In these cases, the longitudinal and
vertical velocity control and pitching moment laws
determine the axial and normal forces (AX and AZ) and
the pitching moment (PITCHcMD) that the propulsion
system must provide. This scheme comprises the fourth
method for determination of lift fan and lift nozzle thrust
and thrust deflection. When these modes are engaged, lift
fan and lift nozzles are free to deflect as needed to meet
the thrust vector angle command. Thrust is allocated
between these nozzles to satisfy axial and normal force
and pitching moment requirements in conjunction with
the system's commanded nozzle deflection angles. In this
case, the lift fan and lift nozzle deflection is defined by
= 90 - cos-11 AX_]I + 2 cos 8 N DLIEI + DLIEI 28N L _AX 2 + AZ 2
(43)
The equation for total resultant force replaces the total
thrust equation:
(TLF + TLN )_/1 + 2 cOSSNDLIEI + DLJEI 2
(44)
= _/AX 2 + AZ 2
and the pitching moment relationship remains the same as
in equation 42. Lift fan and lift nozzle thrust is obtained
from the simultaneous solution of equations 42 and 44,
with the nozzle moment arms based on the nozzle deflec-
tion angle 8N. If nozzle deflection limits and nozzle thrust
limits are reached, control over the longitudinal axis is
relinquished first, followed by control over the vertical
axis. If either of the calculated thrusts exceeds its limits,
that thrust is limited accordingly, and then the pitching
moment equation is solved again, with the lift fan or lift
nozzle thrust set to the appropriate limit. Total thrust is
then determined based on the two nozzle thrusts according
to equation 40.
Propulsion System
The propulsion system model developed for this
experiment is a representation of a lift fan coupled to a
lift-cruise engine as shown in figure 2. The nozzle of the
lift-cruise engine provides axial thrust in cruise as well
as thrust vectoring for pitch control. Thrust can be trans-
ferred from the cruise nozzle to the lift nozzles and the lift
fan to produce longitudinal and vertical thrust during
transition and hover.
The lift-cruise engine responds to total thrust command,
TTCMD, which is calculated as a sum of the individual
nozzle thrust commands that are generated from the
control selector as given by equation 30 or 40. The closed
loop core thrust dynamic response is modeled by a
second-order transfer function with a damping ratio
and natural frequency O_core:
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(Oc°re2 /TT = 'S 2 + 2;tocore s + ¢02ore TTCMD (45)
A rate limit, TTmax, and lift-cruise engine thrust
magnitude limit, TTmax, are included in the second-order
transfer function model to represent physical thermal
limits of the propulsion system. Nominal values for these
dynamic properties are
= 0.707 ¢0core = 10 rad/sec TTmax = 8000 Ib/sec
The proportion of total thrust distributed to each
component is determined by the ratio of each nozzle
thrust command to the total thrust command:
T i = TiCMD TTrli (46)
TTCMD
where i represents the individual components (CN, LF,
LLN, and RLN). The thrust transfer rate for each nozzle,
tiT F , is limited to "rTFma x , nominally 30,000 lb/sec.
The factor rli is the efficiency factor for each nozzle.
For this experiment, a genetic energy transfer between the
lift-cruise engine and the lift fan is assumed. Dynamically,
the lift fan thrust at the lift fan nozzle exit, TLF from
equation 46, is dependent on lift fan rotational speed and
inlet guide vane setting• The dynamic response is modeled
by a first-order transfer function with a time constant of
to LF, plus a first-order washout transfer function, as
shown in figure 2. A rate limit, TLFma x, and a maximum
lift fan thrust limit, TLFmax, are included to represent
physical constraints of the lift fan dynamics. The upper
and lower inlet guide vane (IGV) authorities are defined
as shown in equation 47, in which KIGVu and KIGV L are
in percent of total lift fan thrust:
TIGV U = KIGV U TLF s , TIGV L = KIGVL TLF S (47)
The total lift fan thrust, TLF, is in part due to rotational
speed and in part to IGV thrust, where TILF is the lift fan
efficiency constant:
TLF = (TLF S + TLF F ) × IqL F (48)
The mass flow rates of the primary and auxiliary inlets are
functions of the maximum lift-cruise engine thrust and the
respective maximum mass flow rates from the individual
inlets as shown in equations 49 and 50. A maximum mass
flow rate of 11.2 slug/sec was used in each case. Primary
inlets are opened in CTO and APP, and are closed in
TRC. Auxiliary inlets are only opened in TRC to reduce
hot gas reingestion. The mass flow rate of the lift fan inlet
is modeled as a function of lift fan thrust, maximum lift
fan thrust, and the maximum lift fan mass flow rate
(eq. 51) which was set to 14.0 slug/sec:
_ TT
mpl- / TT-_-AX')ria Plmax (49)
riaAI = (TT_TLx) rhAImax (50)
mLF I = (.TLT-_--FAX.)m LFI max (51)
Ag_egate propulsion forces and moments from each
component are resolved into the aircraft body axes and
appear in the following equations:
Axial force
FEX = FCN x +FLLNx +FRLNx +FLFx +FpI x
+ FAI x + FLFI x
where
FCNx
FLLNx
FRLNx
= TCN cosScN
= TLL N sin _LN cos _LNy
= TRL N sin 8LN cos6LNy
(52)
FLF x = TLF sin _LF
FpI x = rnpi (-U B - QBZPI)
FAI x = riaAi (-UB - QBZAI)
FLFIx = rhLF I (-UB - QBZLFI )
Side force
FEy = FLNy +Fply +FAIy + FLFIy +FRCSy (53)
where
FLNy = TLN sin 8LNy
FRCSy = -SYRCS
Fply = rhpl (-VB + PBzPi - RBxpi )
FAIy = rhAI(-VB +PBZAI - RBXAI )
FLFIy = rhLFI(-V B + PBZLFI - RBXLFI)
Normal force
FEZ = FCN z +FLLNz +FRLNz +FLFz +FpI z
(54)
+ FAIz + FLFI z + FRCSz
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where
FCN z = -TCN sinScN
FLLNz = -TLL N cos6LN cosSLNy
FRLNz = -TRL N costSLN cos_LNy
FLF z = -TLF cos _LF
FRCSz = _PRCS
FpI z = riapi(-W B +QBxpI)
FAI z = riiAl(-W B +QBXAI)
FLFIz = riaLFI(-W B + QBXLFI)
YLLN + FRLNz YRLN + 5RRCS YRCS
(55)
(56)
Rolling moment
TEL = -FLLNz
- Fply zPI - FAiy ZAl - FLFIy ZLFI
Pitching moment
TEM = -FCN z XCN - FLLNz XLLN - FRLNz XRLN
- FLF z XLF + FCNx ZCN + FLLN x ZLLN
+ FRLNx ZRLN + FLFx ZLF - FRCSzXRC S
- Fpi z xpI - FAI z XAI - FLFIz XLFI
+ Fplx zpI + FAIx ZAI + FLFIxZLFI
Yawing moment
TEN = FLNyXLN + FLLNx YLLN - FRLNx YRLN
+ FRCSyXRCS + FpIy Xpl + FAIy XAl
+FLF I YxLFI
(57)
Concluding Remarks
The models of the integrated flight/propulsion control
system, propulsion system, and head-up display, used in
the simulation of an advanced short takeoff and vertical
landing lift fan fighter aircraft, have been modified to
reflect recent experience from flight and simulation
experiments with STOVL operations. These revisions
have been made based on evaluations during earlier
simulations of this lift fan STOVL configuration, as well
as from the V/STOL Systems Research Aircraft. They
include nonlinear inverse control laws in all axes
(eliminating earlier versions with state rate feedback),
throttle scaling laws for flightpath and thrust command,
control selector commands apportioned based on relative
effectiveness of the individual controls, lateral guidance
algorithms that provide more flexibility for terminal area
operations, and a simpler representation of the propulsion
system. A separate report describes the aircraft's
aerodynamics in wing-borne and jet-borne flight.
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Table1.Aircraftgeometry
Wing
Canard
Verticaltail(each)
Overallength
Overallheight
Area
Span
Mean aerodynamic chord
Aspect ratio
Leading edge sweep
Trailing edge sweep
Airfoil
Area
Span
Mean aerodynamic chord
Aspect ratio
Leading edge sweep
Trailing edge sweep
Airfoil
Area
Span
Mean aerodynamic chord
Aspect ratio
Leading edge sweep
Trailing edge sweep
Airfoil
55.4 ft
14.16 ft
523.3 ft 2
36.17 ft
18.42 ft
2.50
40.0 deg
30.0 deg
NACA 64A005
243.1 ft 2
24.65 ft
12.55 ft
2.50
40.0 deg
30.0 deg
NACA 64A004.5
39.0 ft 2
6.98 ft
7.11 ft
1.25
40.0 deg
30.0 deg
NACA 64A004.5
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Table2.Massproperties
Weight 30,000lb
x cglocation 373.3in.
y cglocation 0.0in.
zcglocation 96.0in.
Pitchmomentofinertia 91,200slug-ft2
Rollmomentofinertia 14,300slug-ft2
Yawmomentofinertia 101,000slug-ft2
Productofinertia 0slug-ft2
Table3.Flightcontrolmodes
Controlaxis Controlmodedesignations(applicablef ightphases)
CTO(wing-borne MTV(transition,hover) APP(transition,hover) TRC(hover)
flight) APP(transition)
Pitch/roll Ratecommand Ratecommand- attitudehold, Ratecommand- attitude
blendtoattitudecommand hold,blendtoattitude
Yaw
Vertical
command
Sideslip command, blend
to yaw rate command
Flightpath command,
blend to velocity
command
Acceleration command -
velocity hold
Sideslip command
Aerodynamic lift
Sideslip command, blend to
yaw rate command
Thrust magnitude
Yaw rate
command
Velocity
command
Longitudinal Thrust magnitude Thrust vector angle (MTV), Velocity
acceleration command - command
velocity hold (APP)
Lateral Velocity
command
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Table 5. Maximum and minimum throttle control commands and control sensitivity slopes
_cmd Maximum Minimum Max slope Min slope
Thrust magnitude, % 100 3 1.01 0.99
10 -10 0.43 deg/% 0.23 deg/%Flightpath angle, )',
deg
Vertical velocity, la, 17.5 -17.5 0.75 ft/sec/%
ft/sec
0.4 ft/sec/%
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Table6.Controlmodegains
Attitudecontrol
Pitch
Controllimits=+5.65 in.
Force gradient = 1 lb/in.
Breakout = 0.15 in.
KqCAH = 0.6 rad/sec3/in.
KTHEH = 0.2 rad/sec2/in.
KTHECAH = 0.6 rad/sec2/in.
K0 = 9 sec -2
K 0 = 6 sec -1
KqC = 0.66 rad/sec2/in.
Kcc = 4 sec -2
Kq = 6 sec -1
Zpitch = 1 sec
Yaw - transition
Control limits = +2.12 in,
Force gradient = 15 lb/in.
Breakout = 0.1 in.
KSp = 0.5 rad/sec2/in.
K_ = 2.8 sec -1
KI3 = 4 sec -2
XBETA =0.25 sec
Roll
Control limits = +4.2 in.
Force gradient = 0.7 lb/in.
Breakout -- 0.05 in.
KpCAH = 2 rad/sec3/in.
KpHIH = 0.7 rad/sec2/in.
KpHICAH = 1.5 rad/sec2/in.
K¢ = 9 sec -2
K6 = 6 sec -l
KpC = 3 rad/sec2/in.
Kps = 6 sec -I
Yaw - hover
Same
Same
Same
KSp H = 1.4
K_ = 4 sec -1
K B = 0 (V < 40 knots); 1.0 (V > 60 knots)
Velocity control
Longitudinal velocity
Control limits
Stick = _+2.25 in.
Thumbwheel = 4-100 deg
Breakout
Stick = 0.225 in.
Thumbwheel = 5.5 deg
K_, x = 0.1 ft/sec2/deg
"tlong = 2 sec
KVxc = 8 ft/sec/in.
KVx = 1 sec -I
ZVc = 2 sec
Vertical velocity
K'y0 = 1 rad/rad
KVz = 0.8 sec -1
KAZ = 1
'tvert = 0.1 sec
Lateral velocity
KVyc = 5 ft/sec/in.
KVy = 0.25 rad/sec2/ft/sec
"Clat = 5 sec
Rate limit = 5 ft/sec2/in.
2O
Figure 1. Views of the ASTOVL rift-fan aircraft.
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Lift Fan
Nozzle
Lift Fan
f l
Lift-Cruise Engine
Cruise Nozzle
TIGVu
s + toLF ,l, TLm,,x
+/..i_t._ TIGVL
I
Body-Fixed
X Axis
XLF ,.-- _,, xCN
Lift Fan
Lift-Cruise Engine
F ZLN
zCN
__ TCN
". XLN t_
Body-Fixed Z Axis
Note: Distances measured forward of the center of gravity are considered positive.
Distances measured below the center of gravity are considered positive.
zCN = 0 ft
ZLF = 1.93 ft
ZLN = 0 ft
/SCN range = +20 °, -20 °
8LF range = +45 °, - 10°
8LN range = +45 °, -10 o
6LNy range = +I0 °, - I0 °
xc N = -19.72 ft
XLF -- 11.70 ft
XLN = - 8.93 ft
YLN = 4.04 ft
Figure 2. Propulsion system configuration.
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POSITION APPROACH
X_ CIRCLE
ACQUIRING /
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SEGMENT
Figure 4. Horizontal guidance.
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(wind direction I (heading-deg)
and magnitude ) 05 06 07 08
I I I I
20 (airspeed-knots) /_
200 (range -nmi)1.7M
A
E i0
I I
,I0
(pitch ladder)
1000 (altitude-feet)
-180 (climb rate-ft/min)
I (control mode I
indicator)
(-3
(landing deck)
(horizon)
• ( _ bracket)
(acceleration error ribbon)
_ater acceleration ball)
al
(flightpath) ._ kJ_'_- ___ghos t aircraf t)
glide slope) - - A
>
(thrust-%) :R61 : 45N : (thrust vector
..... (longitudinal .....
aoce,eration-I0 F and,,apang,e-deQ)
scale-ft/sec 2)
Figure6. Approachdisplay.
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20
05
I
50
(station keeping point) X
I
06 07 08
I I I
A
(range-feet)
900
A
E i0
I I
2OO
-120
,10
(longitudinal velocity
predictor ball) V
(longitudinal velocity vector)
(vertical velocity)
i i i I ! ! I i
:973__
Figure 7. Symbology for station keeping point capture.
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05 06 07 08 E i0
I I I I I I
A
,10
20
(groundspeed-knots) 18
150 100
H -120(control mode indicator)
O (velocity predictor ball)
(velocity vector) ._[ (aircraft trident)
\(wind direction)
(direction of SKP ,I, "L I _ (verticalif SKP not in sight)(SKP moves to the velocity)
ITD point on the deckwhen a]c is closing
in to the deck)
r=_ -- . (deck and allowable sink
,1"i81 rate dbbon are displayed __=88N I
..... '='when a/c is over the deck)
Figure 8. Hover display.
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Key:
• Cruise and take-off (CTO)
Manual Thrust Vector(MTV)
• Approach (APP)
m Hover/TRC (TRC)
Long and lateral
trim switches
• Rate trim
Rate/attitude trim
• Rate/attitude trim
[] Velocity trim
Long and lateral
center stick
• Rate cmd
_' RCAH/ACAH
• RCAH/ACAH
[] TRC
Throttle
• Thrust
_' Thrust
• Thrust, Y, I_
Wave-off
switch
Nozzle lever
no function (locked forward)
Thrust vector cmd
• no function (back driven)
[] no function (back driven)
Two position
flap switch
Thumbwheel
• no function
no function
• Accel cmd/vel hold
[] no function
Pedals
• Sideslip cmd/turn coord.
Sideslip cmd/turn coord.
Yaw rate cmd
• Sideslip cmd/tum coord.
Yaw rate cmd
[] Yaw rate cmd
Figure 9. Inceptor functions.
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Commanded
Flightpath
Angle (_/CMD)
Maximum
0
"_BRK --
Minimum slope_
Nominal slope
K_'u _ Maximum slope limit
Minimum
Minimum Maximum
0
BRK
Throttle Position (c5T)
lOa. Flightpath command
Commanded
Thrust (FLA)
Maximum[ Initial point KTu_I
Idle _ _ Desired slope I
Idle
Throttle Position (6T)
Maximum
lOb. Thrust command
Figure 10. Throttle command relationships.
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Figure 12a. Pitch response to pitch rate command at 200 knots.
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rate command system in hover.
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Figure21a. Longitudinal velocity response to longitudinalvelocity command in hover.
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Figure21b. Closedloopfrequencyresponseof longitudinalvelocityto longitudinalvelocitycommand
for translationalratecommandsystemin hover.
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Figure 23a. Vertical velocity response to vertical velocity command in hover.
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Figure 23b. Closed loop frequency response of vertical velocity to vertical velocity command for
vertical velocity command system in hover.
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Figure 26. Maximum canard nose-down pitching moment coefficient as a function of angle of attack.
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Figure 27. Inverse relationship of canard deflection to pitching moment coefficient for various angles of attack.
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Figure 31. Derivative of rolling moment coefficient with rudder deflection as a function of angle of attack.
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Figure 32. Derivative of yawing moment coefficient with aileron deflection as a function of angle of attack.
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